
Cuba - 2013 



History 

 

 Cuban Independence from Spain at the turn of the 20th Century (1898), led by Jose 

Marti 

 First Jewish cemtary built in Cuba in 1902 

 First synagogue in 1914 

 1920s and 1930s Jews come from Turkey, escaping war, many Jews already in Cuba 

from Spain, Portugal, etc. ever since the Inquisition Jews have come to Cuba and South 

America 

 Pre-WWII many Jews come trying to get to U.S. - stay in Cuba, “Hotel Havana” 

 Democratic state until 1959, hundreds of Jewish businesses 

 Jews founded communist party in Cuba, helped revolution (low income), upper income 

left in 1959 

 



Cuba’s Jewish Community 

 1924 - 25,000 Jews 

 1959 - 15,000 Jews 

 2013 - 1500 Jews 



 1959-1989 - No religious life 

 1990, Pope visits Cuba, religion is made legal 

 1992, Joint Distribution Committee comes to Havana 

 1992 - Present - Jewish life revived, but also strained by aliyah, low birthrate, 

growing mortality 

 Need assistance in all aspects, especially elder care 



Cuba’s Jewish Community 

 Three synagogues in Havana- Sephardic, Ashkenazi and Orthodox  

 Additional communities in the countryside - Guantanamo, Santiago De Cuba, others 

throughout the island (9 synagogues in Cuba overall) 

 Approximately 1,500 Jews remain in Cuba 

 Funded through ORT, Jewish Cuba Connection and the Joint Distribution Committee 

 Cuban minyan “a palm tree, a Torah, and Jew” 



Arrival at Jose Marti Airport 

Tour coordinator at airport, throngs of people waiting for loved-ones to arrive from 

Miami 



In Cuba there is no paid advertisements at all.  Billboards only include Communist party 

statements, or state-sponsored tourist advertisements (seen to the right side of this picture).  

“Every day we see you – true like a baby or an 

honorable man, Comrade Che, friend.”  



Desecrated Building in Havana 

Some of the architecture is meticulously maintained, but on the outskirts of Havana 
buildings fall into disrepair.  The gentleman in the red shirt was going through the garbage 
looking for food and other items.  



Central Havana  

The government maintains the buildings in the central tourist areas very well.  However, just 

off the square (upper left corner of this picture) it’s easy to see buildings falling apart.  



Old Havana Market 

The books in this market seem to be vintage and one of a kind, until one surveys every 
stand and sees that most have the same books – indicative of the government influence 
and control over retail in the country.   



Quintessential Cuba Car 

Cuba does have many cars from the 40s, 50s and 60s in pristine condition – adding to the 
feeling of being in a time warp.  However, there are also cell phones, and newer cars, 
which adds to the question of what imports are allowed and who is allowed to use them. 



Revolution Square, Havana 

Tower in honor of Jose Marti, and depictions honoring Che Guevara and Fidel 

Castro – images of all three leaders are ubiquitous throughout Havana 



Art and Culture 

Arts and cultural life – especially paintings and music – are a backbone of Cuban 

culture.  Galleries and clubs are a great way to experience this while in country. 



Officer and Dog 

The reminders of the state control are ever-apparent 



Jewish Life in Cuba 

Sephardic synagogue, its president (Mayra Kaplan) and the Holocaust Museum. 



Jewish Life in Cuba 

Kosher butcher – remained throughout the Communist reign.  Still today, the butcher provides 200 
chickens a week for the Jewish community.  The Jewish community enjoys special status in Cuba for a 
variety of reasons – including the prominent role Jews played in the Communist revolution.  



Jewish Life in Cuba 

Orthodox Synagogue in Cuba – notice Cuban flags overhead of the speaker, and the woman at a 
1940s sewing machine, hand-sewing dolls and yamulkes to sell to tourists.  She is also wearing an 
expensive designer t-shirt – likely donated by a member of a wealthy Jewish community in Miami.  



Jewish Life in Cuba 

The Patronato – central synagogue in Havana, supported by the Joint Distribution Committee (JDC).  It 
houses the central pharmacy and controls most of the aid distributed to the community.  In the photo in the 
lower right corner, the synagogue president (female) meets with the Canadian Foreign Minister.  



Dichotomies and Questions 

On the left, a private home where the owners are given an opportunity to run a high-end restaurant 
with views of the oceans.  To the left, just a few of the bags brought by Jewish leaders to distribute 
among the Jewish community – clothing, medication and other basic neccesities.  



Jewish Cemetery – Havana  

From left to right - Grave of Jewish leader Jose Miller, empty Jewish grave robbed by 
Santaria members (Jewish bones are considered holy in Santaria religion), grave of Cuban 
Jewish woman kept up by family members in Miami through government donations.  



View of Havana  



Book and Movie Reccs  

 An Island Called Home, by Ruth Behar 

 The Chosen Island (documentary) 


